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Complete RCSD Index, 1984-1998
**The Soaring Site**

**RCSD Index Update**

The RCSD index has been updated to include 1999, and is now available for downloading on line from the RCSD web pages. Lee Murray, who has been updating the index since 1984, informs us that he's working on a MAC version, as well. Our thanks to Lee for all his hard work!

A couple of you have had difficulty downloading the index this last month. Hopefully, with Lee's help, you have it in your format, by now. Should any of you have difficulty downloading the index, please let us know. We want it to continue to be a valuable reference and truly need to know if you encounter any problems.

**Back Issues**

For those of you new to the pages of RCSD, that come in the middle of a build along project, 2 part series (or longer) or whatever, and you want to get the back issues, we try to make it as easy as possible. You can start your subscription with whatever issue you like. But, ya gotta tell us with a quick snail mail note, or e-mail message. For example, if you're new to RCSD, received the February issue, but want January in order to obtain "Part 1, Swept Wings & Effective Dihedral" written by Bill & Bunny Kuhlmann, drop us a note requesting that we send the January issue and we'll roll your subscription back one month, and put the copy in the mail. That's all there is to it.

**Happy Flying!**

**Judy & Jerry Slates**

---

**Elmira Update**

...from John Derstine
johnders@ptd.net
http://www.Geocities.com/~scalesoar

We have decided to move the Aerotow Banquet from Friday, the 9th of June, to Saturday the 10th (as in previous years). We will hold it at the soaring museum as before, but with a difference. This will be a German style, less formal, eat, drink and be merry event! Social hour will start at 6:30, and dinner around 7:30 PM, with speakers and awards to follow.

Saturday is the last day of the event this year, although anyone left standing Sunday AM may be allowed to fly until the big gliders start up. Also, we have a limited amount of camping available for those who want to stay on the hill. Tents only, no RV's, but small vans are OK. Please tell a friend who may be planning to attend.

---

**Midwest Slope Challenge Update**

May 19-20-21
Sponsored by Lincoln Area Soaring Society
Slope fun at Wilson Lake, Kansas.
You've seen it in the magazines. See it for real: foamie combat, foamie warbird race, one-design race and unlimited race.
Entrees and frequencies limited.
Saturday nite food and festivities.
Registration details:
www.alltel.net/~mwsc
Loren Blinde (CD): (402) 467-4765 or mwsc@alltel.net

---

**Los Banos Scale 2000**

Los Banos Creek Reservoir, Los Banos, CA
May 20-21, 2000
Two-plus days of Scale Sailplanes

Aerotow Winch Slope Prizes Raffle Awards

Info: email - ohmkg@c@aol.com; or call
Bruce DeVissier: (408) 286-7396
Brian Chan: (650) 577-0687
CD: Lynsel Miller (408) 275-6403

---

**Baltimore Area Soaring Society presents the annual...**

**EAST COAST HAND LAUNCH CLASSIC**

May 6-7, 2000
(Pre-registration required by April 30)

A full weekend of R/C hand-launch competition sanctioned by the AMA and Eastern Soaring League (ESL)
12 rounds flown in 1999 by 44 contestants.

For more information, tasks and registration:

**www.soarmd.org**

John Appling 410/374-2463 -or- JAppling@qis.net

R/C Soaring Digest is a generous sponsor of ECHLC 2000
2000 MONTAGUE CROSS COUNTRY CHALLENGE

Location: Siskiyou County Airport, Montague, CA

Date: June 9th - Practice and LSF Task Days
June 10th & 11th - Contest Days

Time: Pilots meeting at 9am, flying begins at 10am

Task: Saturday - Free Distance within a prescribed course
Sunday - Speed Task, 2 hour minimum, 3 hour maximum

Class: Open, Electric, Sailplane

Rules: Sailplane pilots must be AMA members. The team will decide who and how long each pilot flies the sailplane. Sailplains will be winch launched. There will be unlimited attempts allowed, no relaunching on course. Each sailplane must include with the last 3 numbers of the team captain's AMA number. The numbers must be 3" high and placed both sides of the vertical fin.

Prizes: Plaques will be given to three members of the top three finishing teams in each class.

Entry Fee: Entry fee is $65 per team, each team will receive 3 event T-Shirts, and 3 tickets to a Saturday night BBQ. All entries must be received by May 9th, 2000. There will be a limit of 20 teams, so don't delay.

Lodging: Camping is available on-site, no services available. Motels are available in Yreka, approximately 12 miles away.

Info: For additional info please call Dean, Scott, or Randy at (541) 899-8215 days, or Dean (541) 899-7014 evenings, or e-mail us at dgsair@ednet.net

The Baby Albatross - Part 1

I can't remember when or where I first saw a picture of the Baby Albatross, because it caught my eye many years ago. Perhaps it had to do with the mystic and romance surrounding this marvelous sailplane. Or, maybe, it was the classic lines. Or, perhaps because it was designed, built, and flown during the Golden Years of aviation. I don't know why, I just know that I have to build a scale model of one!

In September of 1975, Model Builder published a set of plans of the Baby Albatross by Col. Bob Thaker USAF (Retired). Thirty years later, I ordered a set of those plans from Bill Northrop's Plan Service; at the same time, I ordered a 3-view drawing and a set of photographs of the Baby from Scale Model Research.

With the plans in hand, the last couple of weeks were spent studying and reading the construction article, which was included with the plans. Armed with a great deal of information on my target subject, construction is about ready to commence. The first step is, of course, layout of the inevitable shopping list of all the building materials initially required for this project. Then a shopin' I will go!

This is not going to be an easy model to build, because of its pod and boom fuselage and scale-like construction. But if I follow the plans properly, this Baby will be a real head turner at most any event!

Resources:
Bill Northrop's Plan Service
2019 Doral Court
Henderson, NV 89014
Scale Model Research
3114 Yukon Ave.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

H101 SALTO SPECIFICATIONS:

- Wing Span: 90"
- Wing Area: 540 sq. in.
- Flying Weight: Approximately 64 oz.
- Airfoil: Modified E-392
- Controls: Ailerons, V-Tail Mix
- Kit Price: $950 + $250.00 USA (Texas sales tax: 7.25%)

KIT FEATURES:
- Epoxy Kevlar reinforced fuselage with wing rod tubes installed.
- Obeci covered wings with ailerons cut out and faced.
- Obeci covered stabilizer with elevators cut out and faced.
- Complete hardware package & construction manual.
- Easy construction - kit is designed to be completed in a matter of days, as opposed to weeks.

LIMITED SUPPLY
ENTER THE WORLD OF SCALE SLOPE FLYING WITH THE H101 SALTO
The Baby Albatross

About the Designer
William Hawley Bowlus
May 8, 1896 - August 27, 1967

by Jerry Slatos

Young Hawley Bowlus attended the "Los Angeles Aviation Meet" in 1910 and saw Curtiss, Latham, Paulham and other pioneers who have since taken their places in the history of flight. From then on, young Hawley took a real interest in flying.

He built his first monoplane hang glider in 1911; while it flew, after a 250 foot hop, it was wrecked. The next glider built was a biplane, similar to the one that the Wright brothers flew at Kitty Hawk. It flew splendidly, with several flights of 1000 feet or more in 1912.

In 1917, Hawley enlisted as a mechanic in the United States Army Air Service, serving in England and France. While in England, he continued his glider experiments, and built 2 more gliders, as well as a third in France.

After W.W. I, Hawley served as a chief flight test inspector at McCook Field (now Wright Field) in Dayton, Ohio. Later, he joined up with Claude Ryan of Ryan Aircraft in San Diego, California. Together, they designed the "Parasol", known as the Ryan M-1, a monoplane for carrying mail. The Ryan M-1 was the direct ancestor of 'The Spirit of St. Louis'. Hawley was the plant superintendent for Ryan Aircraft when the 'The Spirit of St. Louis' was built for Charles Lindbergh.

After building 'The Spirit of St. Louis', Hawley heard about German achievements at the Wasserkuppe, which turned his attention back to gliding. He built a series of single and two seat gliders, each an improvement on the last.

Around 1929, Hawley developed the auto-tow, built his 16th glider, and obtained a copyright on the word 'Sail-Plane'. During 1929-1930, he set many records along the Pacific slopes of Point Loma in California, the first being 1 hour, 21 minutes. Then, on to 9 hours, 5 minutes! During the later part of 1929, he became president of 'Bowlus Sailplane Company, Ltd.'

Hawley taught Col. and Mrs. Charles Lindbergh the art of soaring and, on January 19, 1930, Charles Lindbergh received his soaring certificate #9. Mrs. Lindbergh was the first woman to receive a soaring certificate.

During the early 30's saw Hawley designing and producing a number of successful sailplanes: Senior, Super and, of course, 'Baby' Albatrosses. All were manufactured in the same building as the 'The Spirit of St. Louis'.

Between 1938-1942 the Bowlus 'Baby Albatross' became internationally recognized, with hundreds built around the world. Hawley's talents were directed to the Army Air Corps from 1942-1944, where he designed, supervised the construction, and test flew a number of diversified military gliders: XTG-12, XCG-7, XCG-8, and XCG-16.

After W.W. II in 1945, Hawley became associated with Nelson Aircraft Company, helping to develop motorized gliders.

In 1954, William Hawley Bowlus was chosen by the Soaring Society of America to be one of the first six men to be commemorated into the Soaring Hall of Fame in Elmira, New York.


For more information about Hawley Bowlus and the Bowlus Baby Albatross, the following references are invaluable:

Bungee Cord
The Voice of the Vintage Sailplane Association
A Division of the Soaring Society of America
Archivist & Editor: Raul Blacksten
P.O. Box 307
Maywood, CA 90270
raulb@earthlink.net
Volume 4, Number 4
Volume 6, Number 4
Volume 7, Number 4
Volume 17, Number 2
Volume 20, Number 1
Volume 21, Number 2
Volume 21, Number 4
Volume 22, Number 2
Volume 23, Number 3
Volume 23, Number 3

"The World's Vintage Sailplanes 1908-1945"
by Martin Simons
(Available from Raul Blacksten, above.)

Baby Albatross
Model Specifications

| Scale       | 2 3/4" - 1" |
| Wing Span   | 122"        |
| Wing Area   | 1400 Sq. In.|
| Length      | 52.5"       |
| Weight      | 7-8 lb.     |
| Airfoil     | Benedek B-6356b |
Bowlus
Baby Albatross

Drawn by Marin Simons 2000 ©
CROSS COUNTRY SOARING

Scott Gradwell
Medford, Oregon
replilot@cdsnet.net

If you are interested in soaring, then you need to know about Siskiyou County Airport, a military airfield that was taken over by Siskiyou County around 25 years ago. Even though it is an active airport, the amount of full size traffic is very light. It also is an AMA flying site that is used by a local power club. But the power club is very small and you rarely see a power flyer.

The site consists of a large, inactive runway that is long enough to set up winches with room to spare, and wide enough for two winches side by side. You can also bring a motorhome and camp out on the inactive runway. The area surrounding the inactive runway is an alfalfa crop. This makes a good landing area; you just have to be mindful that it is a crop and don’t do any unnecessary damage.

The closest town is Montague, which is 5 miles away. Montague is a small town and only has the basic necessities. Yreka is another 5 miles away and is much larger. You can find motels, restaurants, and hardware stores there. There aren’t any hobby shops close by, so make sure to come prepared with your support gear.

This place is a heaven on earth for sailplane pilots, full scale and modelers alike. National and Regional contests have been flown there in full scale, and we have held the last two Montague Cross Country Challenges there. Although no one has tried it yet, it would make an ideal site for aerotowing events also. It makes a great venue for r/c cross country contests or a practice site for many reasons.

First, the whole area is very open; there aren’t any obstructions to get in your way while you are out on course. Second, if you have to land off field, most of the terrain is levelable. Third, the traffic on the roads is pretty light and there isn’t a problem pulling over to the side of the road and working a thermal for awhile. Fourth, there is a lot of lift.

I also fly full size sailplanes and have made saves of 700’ directly over the airport, so you know the thermals are plenty strong enough for models. The first year of the Montague Cross Country Challenge the longest flight was just over 30 miles, the second year it was just over 40 miles. I am sure as the area is explored and people start to gain experience, even longer distances will be flown.

We will be holding the third Montague Cross Country Challenge in early June of next year, so start planning now and come join us at Siskiyou County Airport.

SoarTech
Herk Stokely
1504 N. Horseshoe Circle
Virginia Beach VA 23451 U.S.A.
phone (757) 428-8064
email herkstok@aol.com

Wind tunnel test results from MICHAEL SELIG.
Airfoil coordinates plus lift and drag performance data for sailplanes, electric, free flight, sport, and non-modelling low speed applications.

Airfoils at Low Speeds (SoarTech Number Eight)
Princeton University 1988 - 400 pages - $17

Summary of Low-Speed Airfoil Data Volume 1
University of Illinois 1995 - 300 Pages - $22

Summary of Low-Speed Airfoil Data Volume 2
University of Illinois 1996 - 250 Pages - $22

Summary of Low-Speed Airfoil Data Volume 3
University of Illinois 1997 - 420 Pages - $35

For US addresses add $4 per book for postage and for foreign orders add $10.

Most issues are available through Amazon.com
See Selig’s web site for more information:
http://amber.aae.uiuc.edu/~m-selig/uiuc_lsat/
On the Wing

Swept Wings and Effective Dihedral
Part 3

Last month, in Part 2, we covered the relationship between roll, yaw, and sideslip, and spent some time exploring adverse yaw. We also provided explanations of directional stability, spiral instability, and Dutch roll. The fact that the cure for spiral divergence causes a tendency toward Dutch roll, and vice versa, is important, as it forces the aircraft to be designed around what is seen as the best overall performance within these limitations. This process always includes compromise.

It is not the actual geometric dihedral which affects aircraft stability and control, but rather effective dihedral. In Part 1 we described how wing location on the fuselage - high wing, mid wing, or low wing - requires less or more geometric dihedral for the same amount of lateral stability. In Part 2 we provided graphs showing the relationship between taper ratio and effective dihedral.

This month we build upon this foundation and describe how sweep and winglets influence effective dihedral, provide a basic means of computing total effective dihedral, and offer a couple of ways of reducing excessive effective dihedral.

Swept Wings and Effective Dihedral
The Basics

In an ideal world, an aircraft would have adjustable vertical stabilizer size and adjustable dihedral. Dihedral would be reduced and vertical stabilizer area increased during high speed straight line flight. While thermalling, dihedral would be increased and vertical stabilizer area reduced.

Imagine for a moment that dihedral could be automatically adjusted in direct inverse proportion to speed. That is, higher speed would reduce dihedral, while slow speed would increase dihedral. If dihedral could be controlled appropriately, adjustment of vertical stabilizer size would become relatively unimportant.

We usually think of dihedral in geometric terms. That is, we actually see the dihedral when we view the aircraft from the front or rear. We block up the wing tip a certain distance during construction, or see the dihedral angle noted on outline plans in magazines.
equivalent to approximately one degree of positive geometric dihedral

equivalent to approximately zero degrees of geometric dihedral

equivalent to approximately one degree of negative geometric dihedral

Figure 10, wing tip shape and effective dihedral

But there is also a dihedral effect resulting from certain planforms, contours and from the interactions of various components. We've already noted, for example, that a high wing location provides sufficient dihedral effect to mandate use of only a small additional positive geometric dihedral angle. A low wing location normally dictates a significant amount of positive geometric dihedral, as the position of the wing gives a large amount of negative effective dihedral. See Figure 9. Wing tip contour has a smaller, but still significant, effect. See Figure 10.

Wing sweep also provides some amount of dihedral effect. Sweep back gives positive dihedral effect, while sweep forward gives a negative dihedral effect.

From McCormick, page 547, we find that for a linearly tapered wing, the increment due to sweep angle is:

\[ C_{\text{lb}} = -\frac{1 + 2\lambda}{3(1 + \lambda)} \cdot C_L \tan \Lambda \]

where

- \( C_{\text{lb}} \) is increment due to sweep angle, and
- \( \lambda \) is taper ratio;
- \( C_L \) is the wing lift coefficient;
- \( \Lambda \) is the wing sweep angle measured at half chord.

There's a tricky part to this. Note the inclusion of the coefficient of lift, \( C_L \), in this equation. We've seen several times seen a "rule of thumb" stating three degrees of sweep is equivalent to one degree of geometric dihedral. Contrary to that popular notion, swept wings demonstrate a continuously variable dihedral effect. The amount of effective dihedral is directly dependent upon both the sweep angle, \( \Lambda \), and the coefficient of lift, \( C_L \). These relationships are shown in Graph 3 (taper ratio = 0.6) and Graph 4 (taper ratio = 1.0).

Several points depicted in this graph are worth noting. First, if \( C_L \) is zero, effective dihedral is zero, regardless of the sweep angle. Second, when the wing is swept back, the higher the \( C_L \) value, the greater the effective dihedral. This is an important consideration, as it relates directly to swept wing performance characteristics across the aircraft speed range. This is because velocity is directly related to \( C_L \). As velocity decreases, \( C_L \) must increase. Effective dihedral thus decreases at higher speeds, when \( C_L \) values are low, as when flying between thermals or racing, and increases at lower speeds and higher \( C_L \) values, as while thermalling. This is exactly what we want!

Effective dihedral, as related to sweep, is directly proportional to the wing sweep angle, as measured at the half chord line. Some amount of sweep, usually no more than 25 degrees, produces an amount of effective dihedral which benefits performance across the speed range. Severe sweep angles, however, adversely affect spanwise flow and wing efficiency, and make launching via winch more difficult.

Since lateral stability (dihedral effect) increases with both the sweep angle and the coefficient of lift, there will be variations in aileron effectiveness depending on the flight regime. During
those periods when a swept wing is generating a very large coefficient of lift, roll response may be below acceptable levels. It is therefore imperative to have large ailerons which can produce sufficient power at minimal deflection angles.

**Winglets**

One final factor also influences effective dihedral — winglets. Upright winglets, as normally seen on swept wing thermal duration tailless gliders, produce a substantial amount of effective dihedral. Why this is so is examined graphically in Figure 11.

If winglets are mounted on a planar plainform wing, and the wing is then yawed, the forward winglet produces some amount of lift toward the wing. The trailing winglet will produce lift away from the wing. The side of the winglet which is facing away from the oncoming flow therefore has a reduced pressure area. Adjacent areas of the wing are affected as well. The gross result is a rolling moment which is directly related to the amount of yaw. This effect is maintained when the wing is swept.

From Nickel and Wehlfahrt, page 108, the skid-roll moment for a wing with winglets is the same as that of a conventional wing with the equivalent dihedral angle, EDA (p. 108):

\[
EDA = \frac{20h_w}{s}
\]

where

- \(EDA\) = equivalent dihedral angle;
- \(h_w\) = the height of the winglet;
- \(s = h/2\) = the semi-span.

From this formula it can be seen that taller winglets (those with greater span) produce greater amounts of effective dihedral when the wing span is held constant.

As wing sweep increases, winglet size can be reduced because of the lengthened lever arm. As reducing the height of the winglet also reduces effective dihedral, there is a trade-off of sorts to be reconciled.

**Computing Total Effective Dihedral**

It is important to realize that the fundamental concept to be understood with regard to lateral stability is the relationship between rolling moment and sideslip. The symbol \(C_{\delta}B\) is defined as “roll due to sideslip”; a \(C_{\delta}B\) value of -0.00821 is roughly equivalent to one degree of positive dihedral, as mentioned previously.

The total effective dihedral of an aircraft is the sum of all of the effective dihedral increments generated by the planform and its various components. Wing taper ratio, geometric dihedral and tip shape, winglets, position of the wing in relation to any fuselage, wing sweep, and coefficient of lift must all be taken into consideration. Flaps with swept hinge lines accentuate the dihedral effect even further, sometimes making controlled flight impossible.

A vertical tail, if any, also contributes to effective dihedral, as any sideslip generates a rolling moment because of side forces on the fin and rudder.

Swept wings, particularly those which use winglets, may suffer from excessive effective dihedral. Because effective dihedral is directly proportional to the coefficient of lift, roll authority may be lost while thermalling. In extreme cases, severe Dutch roll occurs at low speeds, as during landing.

Wing twist also affects the dihedral of swept wings. Excessive washout can unload the tip so much that the dihedral effect is small — or even reversed at high speeds — and may produce a wing that can’t fly well inverted.

**Countering Excess Effective Dihedral**

Fortunately, negative geometric dihedral can be used to inhibit the strong dihedral effect brought on by a combination of high \(C_{\delta}B\) values, severe sweep angles, and/or other factors. But computing how much anhedral is necessary for controllability across all flight regimes does pose some difficulties; there is a limit to how much anhedral (negative dihedral) can be used.

Effective dihedral may be so small at low coefficients of lift that too much geometric anhedral may cause the aircraft to invert at high speed. Or the aircraft may be susceptible to static directional divergence if too much anhedral is used and the angle of attack becomes too great.

Countering excess effective dihedral may also be accomplished by mounting the winglets such that they hang below the wing. This produces a reversed yaw-roll effect, but places the winglets in a position to be easily damaged.

So-called “diffuser tips” are sometimes used in lieu of straight anhedral or downward projecting winglets. Some sources denote this geometry with the term “Stromburg wing.” See Figure 12. The wing has some amount of positive dihedral across the majority of the span, and the wing ends are then bent downward at what seems to be a severe angle. Sometimes toe-in is incorporated in the wing tip by angling the dihedral joint such that it is not parallel to the freestream, thus imparting a twist to the outer portion of the wing.

The fourth and final installment of this series on effective dihedral will appear next month. A case study will be presented (Hans-Jürgen Unverferth’s C08 V2/3) and Eduardo Molfini will explain how he’s managed to prevent terminal flat spins by using anhedral. No formula! Should be fun!

Suggestions for future topics may be sent to us at either P.O. Box 975, Olalla, WA 98359-0975, or <cbsquared@halcyon.com>.
STREAMLINES

SPECIALTY BOOKS FOR AIRCRAFT MODELLERS

- tailless and flying wing design
- design of aircraft structures
- polar diagrams explained
- sailplane aerodynamics
- fundamentals of RC soaring

For a complete catalog of available titles, write to P.O. Box 976, Olalla WA 98359 USA
or visit our web site <http://www.halcyon.com/bsquared/> E-mail <bsquared@halcyon.com>

---

International Scale Soaring Association

There is a growing interest in scale soaring in the U.S. We are dedicated to all aspects of scale soaring. Scale soaring festivals and competitions all year. Source for information on plans, kits, accessories and other people interested in scale. For more information, write to:

International Scale Soaring Association
35454 Oak Mesa Drive
Yuccaipa, CA 92399-9507
e-mail: 70775.1169@CompuServe.com
web site: www.soaringissa.org

---

Highlander EPP

$74.99 plus $7.00 shipping
CA residents add 8.25% (17.75% tax)

MAD Aircraft Design
15260 Rolling Ridge Drive
Chino Hills, California
91709 USA
(909) 506-0363

---

VR PRODUCTS

Our design criteria was simple...
Launch higher, fly farther, go faster.

The result?
Cutting edge technology with performance that tears up the sky!

The Millennium...our best to date.

1120 Wrigley Way, Milpitas, California 95035
Voice/Fax: 408-WINGS-51 (408-946-4751)
Also Distributed by Steiger International 908-878-3564

---

March 2000
HAVE SAILPLANE, WILL TRAVEL!

Tom H. Nagel
904 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
tommagel@iwaynet.net

This column is dedicated to soaring vacations. This month, Tom Nagel takes a detour, sharing an unusual build along project.

The Flamingoid
A Build Along Project

I have been spouting off about the Flamingoid for so long that people have been asking me to finally get around to showing a picture of it. I decided to go them one better - a build-along article on how to hatch your very own Flamingoid.

First, a little family history. Nancy and I live in Victorian Village, a "Renaissance Neighborhood" in Columbus, Ohio. Many of our neighbors are practitioners of various alternate sexual persuasions. We have gays, bikers, lesbians, bi-sexuals, utilitarians, vegetarians, Republicans, gay vegetarian bikers, and even a few heterosexual couples like Nancy and me. Her perversion is horse riding; mine is model sailplanes.

In any event, the plastic pink flamingo became a sort of totem animal for the neighborhood. Sometimes, in the springtime, whole flocks of yard flamingos will migrate from one house to the next, moving a few doors down every night. We have a flamingo flag, a stuffed flamingo, a flamingo hat, and even flamingo salt shakers.

One afternoon, at a R/C show somewhere, Andrew suggested I buy some pink Monokote and build a radio controlled flamingo. The idea took hold and festered, like an insidious disease. It took a few years to incubate, but this spring, one of my planes broke out in pink Monokote - a Flamingoid.

I broke the project down into five key problem areas:

1. Selecting a model to butcher.
2. Building a flamingo prosthesis.
3. Attaching the yard flamingo neck and head to the R/C sailplane.
4. Testing flight stability of the altered model.

5. Determining additional airframe modifications.
6. Sneaking out of the hobby shop with two rolls of pink Monokote.

OK, so it's six key areas. Picky, picky.

Step I - The Airframe Selection

I decided to base the Flamingoid on the venerable two meter Gnome, which Bob Sliff had just put back into production. A real live flamingo is a pretty much two meter bird. I had built a couple, and they flew well. Besides, the Gnome was the club's official contest plane, and I figured a Flamingoid Gnome would either throw the other guys off stride or at least garner me some gross-out points.

Gnome kits are available from Bob Sliff's Model Service, PO Box 9, Midway City, CA 92666. E-mail: BSL140@AOL.com. Bob is producing kits for Hobby Shack, and has electric conversions in the works for both 60" and 2 meter Gnmes. A 3 meter Intercontinental Bomber Gnome is available on special order for RES competition.

Tom Nagel, of course! Ed.

Step II - The Flamingo Prosthesis

Build a test flamingo neck and head out of a sacrificial yard flamingo. If you are building along, this is where you should start. The American Yard Flamingo is not a precision item. It is blow moulded and made by several different manufacturers, so the internal shape of the neck/body junction area varies from bird to bird. I found out it is best to build a few head/neck combos, and then build the plane to fit the bird parts, rather than vice versa.
Cut the yard flamingo head and neck off with a hobby saw at the point where the neck begins its incline into the breast area of the bird, and the circumference (outside) is about six and a half inches. You can discard the yard flamingo legs and body, or save them for use in constructing a unique musical instrument and wine cooler. (Instructions might be in next month’s issue.)

You will notice that yard flamingos come in two models: high head and low head. I used the high head version in my plane. Next, you will notice that the head and neck on a standing yard flamingo are all wrong for use on a flying flamingo. The remedy is to cut the head off about halfway out the neck, and glue it back on again looking 180 degrees the other way. Do you remember Meryl Streep in “Death Becomes Her”? You want a yard flamingo like that. I use a pine wood plug carved to fit the internal shape of the neck at the point of the cut, and epoxy it in place. It helps to toughen up the inside of the flamingo neck, to give the epoxy something to bite into. Choose the site of your cut carefully. It helps to trace the shape of the neck onto paper, cut out the profile of the head and neck from the paper, and experiment on cutting and taping, to get the shape you want. A few practice runs, with the bird looking a little down and ahead, will show if the bird is following. Most off-the-shelf yard flamingos are badly finished. Paint the beak black, with a nice yellow stripe at the base, and touch up the eyes. Scale enthusiasts might add fake eyelashes from the drugstore. Hey, if you have already bought a set of yard flamingos and called them Monokote, your reputation is already shot. Go for it.

Step IV - Flight Testing

Hey, you didn’t think I was going to do this stuff in order did you? My next step was flight testing. I asked the folks on the Radio Control Soaring Exchange what effect there might be in adding about 12” to 14” of plastic yard flamingo to the front of a model sailplane. I was told that this was very risky, that sailplanes were carefully designed, and that easy points were built the way it was for important aerodynamic reasons.

I was told by many respected experts that adding a long neck and head would lengthen the moment arm of the forward fuselage, reducing the regenerative flux capacitance rate and destroying the subsonic performance of the aircraft. But I continued experimenting with the efficient operation of the dihedral aspect ratio. At least that is what my notes show. I had no idea what they were talking about.

Still, the B-24 Liberator always reminded me of Dumbo the Elephant, and it flew pretty well. Toucans and Pelicans can fly, and they are both extremely challenged in the fuselage department. And no known equation explains the design of a PBY Catalina. I decided to wing it.

My mentor and test pilot “Adventures With Bill” Hoecherl did several test flights with the flamingo head and neck crudely duck-taped to a standard two meter Gnome. (We couldn’t find any flamingo tape.) These tests showed that the Gnome had a short nose moment to start with and didn’t much care what you strapped on to the front of it.

Step III - Connection and Protection

This brings us to step three: attaching the flamingo prosthesis to the model sailplane. I observed a dense balsa block and, by a combination of carving and gluing, cobbled together a phallic looking thing that fit inside the head and neck prosthesis. I smoothed it out with lots of model filler, and then hardened the model filler by dusting thin CA glue onto it.

When I built the Gnome fuselage, I left the sides and bottom clear at the front end, where the nose block would normally go. With the head and neck stuck onto the block, I drew together the sides and bottom of the Gnome fuselage and glued them to the attachment block. I only lost about a half inch of cockpit length in the process. I used more model filler to fair in the junction between the fuselage and the attachment block, again hardening it with thin CA glue.

The head and neck prosthesis is held onto the phallic attachment block with a single small nylon bolt that taps into the block from the top.

When you cover the fuselage you are left with this obscene pink thing on the front of your sailplane. When the plane is in for a landing, it looks like the commander in chief swooping down upon a flock of interns. If you fly the Flamingoid without the flamingo prosthesis, please be socially responsible and buy a un-connected set of landing gear, protection, or build a special nose cone to cover the attachment block.

Step V - Additional Airframe Modifications

The cockpit covers of our planes tend to be convex, bulbous shapes. For the Flamingoid you want to go the other way, and carve a gently concave curve into the balsa cockpit cover, so that the ‘shoulders’ of the sailplane at the wing/fuse junction taper down to the thinner neck and head prosthesis.

The battery (650 mah square pack) goes right behind the attachment block, and the two standard size servos for rudder and elevator are right behind that, pushing Sullivan cables. Since you lose a little cockpit space to the Flamingoid prosthetic attachment block, you need to move the servo in the wing, and the receiver right behind the wing attachment bulkhead. I left some extra space between the battery and the diagonally mounted servos, so I adjusted the CG by shimming the battery tray and aft on its velcro mounting. The model should balance with no lead needed. The towhook goes on per the plans, as well.

However, as I completed the fuselage on the Flamingoid I became aware that the droopy flamingo neck and head created a bridging problem when the model was on the ground (or on the workbench). The beak and tail touched ground, leaving the heaviest part of the main fuse bridged up a couple of inches. Tim McCann solved this problem for me by selling me a Super Stock, which I installed about three or four inches back from what normally would be the nose of the Gnome, where the bridging was greatest. I have had no problems landing, despite the droopy head and neck.

I did have one unfortunate crash due to launching with the receiver turned off. The flamingo prosthesis absorbed most of the impact energy, and the rest of the plane was essentially undamaged. The lesson here is that “form follows function.” I built three more flamingo head and neck combos and, in the process, learned that yard flamingos are not interchangeable parts. Each one took a lot of fiddling to make it fit the attachment block, and each one came out looking a little different, and with varying overall lengths. Since the prosthesis sticks out front ten to twelve inches, this can be significant. What was the last time someone told you to check your CG if you change heads?

If you are building along, I suggest building at least two head and neck combos right off the bat. Yard flamingos tend to travel in twos anyway, so you will likely have a spare on hand at the start.

Step VI - Escape and Evasion

Finally the hard part, sneaking out of the hobby shop with two rolls of flaming pink Monokote. I tried to get my wife to buy it for me. She refused, on the grounds that I don’t do horses and she doesn’t do sailplanes.

Andrew was my next target. After all, it was his idea. A self-conscious 10 year old, he likewise refused. I considered mail order, but then Tower would have my name associated forever with Pink Monokote. I could at least be anonymous if I paid cash at a hobby shop on the other side of town. I finally had to buy the stuff myself. I told the clerk it was for a friend. He said, “Yeah, sure, whatever,” and snickered as I walked out. Jerk.

Flamingoids actually have a lot of black coloration to them that becomes apparent only when they have their wings open. Sailplanes always have their wings spread, so I needed a pattern for the wing covering. I found some useful photos on the internet in a shore bird book from the library, and in Roger Tory Peterson’s field guide. The wing covering job went pretty smoothly, once Nancy was reassured about the kinds of pink pictures I was downloading from the internet.

The fellows at the law office got wind of this project as it neared completion. They are now after me to do totem bird for the firm: a radio controlled vulture. Does anybody know where to get a plastic yard vulture?

***

If you have a favorite sailplane saga, consider writing it down for RCD. If you are planning a vacation that includes your plane and transmitter, consider making notes as you go, and working up an article later. Take photos. Collect maps. And send your story to Tom Nagel at tomnagel@baywaynet.net for gentle editing and suggestions. Tom
Fast Way to Mounting Servos in Hollow Wings
...Foam Core, too!

Gordy Stahl
Louisville, Kentucky
Gordysoar@aol.com

With so many Euro-Molds showing up in the USA lately, and all of them with molded hollow core wings, mounting servos has become a hassle. While a bunch of the European Molded ships come with molded servo pockets designed to nestle Volz servos in a snap, there are plenty that just have cavities where the servos are supposed to be mounted. The instructions never seem to explain 'how' the servos are to be mounted, it just says mount them.

Those of you familiar with America sailplane molder, RR, know exactly what I mean. Recently, the Emerald has become a popular Thermal Duration ship (distributed by Skip Miller, mfg. RR). It comes in a box with no holes in the wings or instructions as to where or how to put them. It's assumed that a modeler ordering a ship of that caliber is experienced and knowledgeable (reads RC'S)D enough to figure it out himself.

That usually leads to heartbreak, for instance, on one molded ship I was working on for the first time. I made up a goop of 5-minute epoxy and piddled it under where the servo was to be placed. I taped a piece of wood to the top of the servo and dropped it in on top of the paddle. I tell you, I was pretty proud of my McVeyering. The servo would end up flush with the skin, the horn in perfect position and secure, with no machining shims for under the servos! That was 'til I turned the wing over and found that the epoxy got so hot curing in that paddle that it made a huge, ugly spot on the top of the wing! Not to mention the frustration I experienced when the servo died for some unexplained reason (pre-Volz).

Well, some Volz-addicts in Europe solved the glue-in thing by CNC machining some plywood mounts so that the Volz dropped in, secure and ready for the three tiny wood screws. While the ply mounts still had to be glued in and shimmied up to the right spot, the ply mount gave me an idea.

Since the Volz Micro Maxx servo, once screwed into the ply mount, was flush with the bottom of the ply mount, I reasoned that all I had to do in a foam core wing was to route the foam down to the exact thickness of the servo. Then, simply glue the ply mount in place! It worked super! But then came those hollow wings!

The first hollow wing I put the ply mount into was an ICARE Hera, open class TD ship. It came with wing servo-hole indents molded into the wing skin. The 'kit' includes molded servo covers that sit into the indents, which ultimately cover the holes cut into the skins for servo access. After opening the holes up with a Dremel Router bit, there was that cavity again. Dropping that Volz servo in, you got the sound of a stone dropping into a well. Not exactly ready for 'mounting'. So, I went to work making up little pieces of ply plates, in varying thickness, 'til the Volz ply mounts could be glued in and the servos flush with the skins. But I wasn't happy. I thought about it a bunch and came up with a handful of ideas that would work (mine and others). One idea I really thought had merit was to turn the hollow molded wing into a foam core! Then use the process I mentioned for setting a Dremel Router to the exact depth of the servo (any servo by the way) and routing out the servo well.

So that's what I did. I found a piece of Spyder foam deep enough to fill the cavity. I cut it so that it filled the opening and applied some 5-minute epoxy to the bottom of the foam, the inside of the wing skin, and glued it in. I chose Spyder foam for the filler since it is so dense, and I had some; actually, even white bead foam will work for mounting the Volz ply mounts. (I think that if you were to use some other servos and planned on gluing them in, I would recommend one of the extruded (colored) foams for more support base.)

So, in the case of mounting Volz servos, the new ply mount system and this 'routed' foam base system makes short work of foam core wings or the new 'popular' hollow molded wings. While there are plenty of good servos out there for our application, Volz are specifically engineered for use in sailplanes. The size, speed, torque, and mountings are being recognized by RC sailplaners around the world as sort of a 'given'.

Don't construe that statement as an advertisement: it is simply what has been
going on. Like I said, there are plenty of good servos available and the routed foam system can speed up your projects.

So, let's say you glue some foam bases for some other servos; then you use some two way tape or glue to secure the servos to the foam blocks, but decide later on to pull the servos for some other use. Course then, while yanking the servos out, the foam base gets chunked out. All you have to do to mount some servos back in is to route the foam out close to the skin and glue in a new piece... Forever renewable! Take a look at the pictures and you'll see what I mean. It's so easy that I do it in motel rooms!

You can find Volz servos at Hobby Club, RC Direct, ShredAir and NSP. They'll have those cool ply mounts, too!

NOTE!!!

Dieter at ShredAir called me when I mentioned this article. He told me that virtually all of his imported molded planes come with the servo pockets molded to fit Volz servos, but for those that have just generic pockets, he found the ply mounts to be the super solution. In fact, he took it one step further and has the ply mounts laser cut. The cost is only $10 for a set of two. When you get them, they are in the form of two pieces per servo mount. The reason is that one piece is different than the other, for fitting the servo wire exit. You simply glue the two 'layers' together and you have a ply mount!

Sometimes, Gordy's Travels are a trip in my mind to ideas rather than places. This one actually was a place — your wings! See you on my next trip! Where's next? I was kind of thinking something electric!

Resources:
Volz Website: www.volz-servos.com
Hobby Club
www.HobbyClub.com, (949) 240-4626
RC Direct
www.RC-Direct.com, (888) 291-2111
NSP
www.nesail.com, (802) 658-9482

Announcing the FIRST ALL LASER CUT Sailplane Kit!

The precision of CAD-CAM Laser cut parts are far superior to previous methods of designing and manufacturing. Parts fit so well, it makes this complex kit easy to assemble. The strong, full D-box, double shear-web wing allows for super winch launches; the large flaps and ailerons add to the great SD7047 wing performance. Terrific performance, style, accuracy of parts, and at an affordable price!

The Mystery Ship has ailerons, flaps, rudder, and full flying T-tail. The wings are plug-in, 2 micro servos for ailerons and 2 mini servos for flaps are required. Standard size gear will fit in fuselage.
Cl, Cd, Cm, CP, CG - Part Deux

Last time we reviewed the definition of several important variables that capture information about airfoils. This month let's see how we can put some of them to work. Most modelers are familiar with lift and drag coefficients. Of course, more lift with less drag is usually preferred. One way to capture the spirit of this concept is the lift to drag ratio. It's something we can plot and visualize pretty easily.

Let's compare, for instance, 3 popular airfoils (Figure 1). I've chosen the RG-15, SA 7035 and SA 7038 since these are popular sections for sailplanes. Let's also choose an average wing chord and air speed (i.e., Reynolds number) where separation of the airflow isn't a big problem. The coefficients for these airfoils are shown in Figure 2 for a Reynolds number of ~100,000 (UIUC database).

Experience in the field gives the following general trends (my personal opinions):

- The SA 7038 is a very good thermal duration airfoil but not a real high-speed section. It generally requires ballast to move around on windy days.
- The RG 15 is a good cross-country airfoil with reasonably good thermal duration performance.

The SA 7035 more or less splits the difference between the SA 7038 and RG 15.

Is there a way we can infer this from the coefficient data? Since we're looking for efficiency in an airfoil, it seems reasonable to plot the ratio of Cl/Cd vs angle of attack.

As we can see in Figure 3, strictly looking at the airfoil data does not provide a lot of differentiation among these airfoils. Although the SA7038 appears to have a wider angle of attack range with improved efficiency, it's not clear that the higher camber (lift) of this section will allow that to be achieved over a wide range of speeds.

We can add the effects of wing planform, parasitic drag and wing loading, and then compare the overall efficiency with that for the airfoil alone. Those estimates are the

![Figure 1: Airfoil Comparison](image)

![Figure 2: Lift and Drag Coefficients](image)
solid curves in Figure 3. It’s pretty apparent that the efficiency demonstrated by the airfoil is significantly degraded by the presence of the sailplane which it supports. So one point to keep in mind is that airfoil information really doesn’t tell the true performance story of the sailplane.

If we look REAL close at the L/D vs angle of attack for the airfoil plus planform we might be able to convince ourselves that the RG15 looks a little better. Why would this be so? Since the SA7035 is a higher camber airfoil, the apparent efficiency of the airfoil is traded off against the induced drag from the higher overall Cl. That’s one of the reasons you should try and couple higher aspect ratio planforms (lower induced drag) with higher camber sections.

So, looking at the efficiency of an airfoil by itself, or when coupled with the entire airframe, really doesn’t tell the story very well. That’s why I find it more instructive to look at the polar plot for a soaring design rather than simply the efficiency plot (Cl/Cd).

A polar plot for an open class sailplane using these three airfoils (Figure 4) begins to show us some differences. This type of chart shows the horizontal speed of the sailplane on the X-axis and the vertical (or sink) speed on the Y-axis. Now we’re beginning to see the performance choices among these three airfoils more clearly.

In general, we see that the rank ordering noted a few paragraphs back is about right.

At higher speeds, the RG15 sinks less than either of the other sections. At low speeds, the SA7035 is preferred. And the SA7035 pretty much splits the difference. So, in order to understand the design tradeoffs for an airfoil selection, we really need to look at the overall performance envelope of the airfoil AND the planform on which it will be used. A polar type graph is a good way to visualize that information. The primary input to that graph is the Cl and Cd of the airfoil as a function of angle of attack and Reynolds number. But planform, wing loading and other effects contribute here as well. So we’ll note for now that we’ve found a good home for using the Cl and Cd coefficients. In a few months we’ll get back to the polar method and describe the mathematical structure used to calculate this type of information.

In the meantime, we’ve got a couple more coefficients to review before we finish up this month.

Remember that we talked about the moment coefficient (Cm) as a measure of the twisting force (torque) generated by the lift distribution across the wing surface. We also mentioned that Cm would change depending on the reference point about which one measures that torque. Yet we often see airfoil data where the Cm appears to be reasonably independent of angle of attack while Cl and Cd are moving all over the place.

A long time ago in a wind tunnel far, far away, aerodynamic type folks learned that there was a special place on the wing about which the moment coefficient was essentially constant. This point is defined as the aerodynamic center of the wing. The theoretical value is 25% of the chord and, in practice, it’s usually within a few percent either way.

Please keep in mind that the aerodynamic center of the section is NOT the neutral point or center of pressure or many other things sometimes ascribed to this term. It’s simply that point about which the moment coefficient is essentially constant as angle of attack changes.

With that term now defined, how do we use it? The answer comes along when we try and sort out the center of gravity (or balance point) for a wing.

Remember that the moment coefficient is an indication of the torque acting on the wing. That torque is simply the lift distribution multiplied by its distance from a reference point - and that reference point will now be the aerodynamic center. Although lift is distributed over the entire surface, the average force will look like it’s acting through a well defined point on the chord. That point will be called the center of lift (also frequently called the center of pressure or Cp).

Since Cm is the coefficient expression for the torque and Cl is the coefficient expres-
sion for the lifting force, we can find the CP to a modest degree of accuracy as:

\[ \text{CP AC} = \frac{C_m}{C_l} \times 0.25 \]

where AC is the aerodynamic center and the negative sign indicates the offset distance \((C_m/C_l)\) is behind the AC. We don’t always know the exact AC for every airfoil, but we know it’s usually pretty close to the quarter chord. So the second expression is probably the most generally useful for sorting out the CP.

There are a lot of caveats to this simplification. Probably the most important restriction is that the result is limited to higher angles of attack but not necessarily so high as to achieve a stall. At low to negative angles of attack, \(C_l\) approaches zero and the above expression loses its physical meaning. (CP behind the trailing edge? Nope, just a breakdown of the mathematical assumptions.)

Let’s take a look at the center of pressure location for the airfoils we’ve selected this month over a range of angles near the minimum sink and maximum L/D conditions. As can be seen in Figure 5, the approximate CP travel is pretty large for each airfoil. In the range of interest (somewhere between minimum sink and maximum L/D), all of these airfoils have CP positions between 30% and 38% of the average chord of the wing.

What we now know is that as angle of attack changes, the center of pressure will move around a bit. How does this help us find the center of gravity (CG) or static balance point for the wing? Obviously, we’ll never find a CG position which is dead-on the CP for all flight conditions. Matter of fact, for any position we could pick, the wing by itself is unstable and the positive feedback from a pitch change tends to drive it to an even more unstable condition.

Suppose we set the CG at the CP position corresponding to a 5 degree angle of attack. Along comes a little gust of wind and picks the nose up a bit. Since the angle of attack increases, the CP moves forward. As the CP moves forward, the CG is now behind the CP and tends to increase the pitch up effect. This increases the angle of attack which moves the CP forward some more, etc., etc. You can do the same exercise with pitch down and get the opposite effect; the sailplane enters a dive and tends to tuck even harder as speed increases.

The way around this problem is to have a counter-acting force acting on a longer moment arm which overcomes the wing instability and drives the pitch change back to the original position. This is the function of the horizontal stabilizer. For the pitch up case, a properly designed horizontal stab generates a counter acting pitch down force which is neutralized when the wing gets back to the original design point. Sounds easy but it’s really a pretty good trick to set up the stab and moment arms properly. That design condition was discussed in this column about two years back when we looked at tail volume coefficients and moment arms.

OK, so we’ve got a restoring effect from the stab that allows us to choose a particular angle of attack where we’d like to have the CG match up with the CP. Where would that be? Might you have guessed that we’re getting back to that polar plot again?

If you look at the polars we graphed in Figure 4, note that there is a point at which we’ve got the lowest amount of sink. That’s called the minimum sink.
condition. Just a little to the right of that point is the condition of maximum efficiency for the chosen planform (maximum L/D). The min, sink and max L/D points are separated by a couple of degrees in angle of attack. The specific values can be found by looking at the output from the polar calculation.

For the SA 7038 with the planform we've modeled, Figure 4 indicates that the minimum sink, as a function of angle of attack for this design, is somewhere in the 6 degree range.

At 6 degrees, Cl = 0.94. Since Cm = -0.0815, we can readily calculate an estimate for the CP (and, consequently the CG) for this condition:

\[ CP = 0.25 \cdot (-0.0815/0.94) = 0.34 \]

or 34% of the wing average chord.

If we were to choose the maximum L/D point, the preferred angle of attack would be -2.5 degrees. Cl at this point is 0.63.

So the CP for this condition would be:

\[ CP = 0.25 \cdot (-0.0815/0.63) = 0.38 \]

or 38% of the wing average chord.

So if we were setting up a new sailplane with the SA7038 airfoil on a planform similar to the one used to develop this model, we'd want to spot the CG somewhere between 34% and 38% of the wing average chord. The safest place to start would be at 34% and then gradually move back a little.

Based on Figure 5, we expect to obtain about the same result with the RG15. For the SA7035, the plot indicates we'd probably need to move to the 32% to 36% range. However, as noted above, the specific locations will depend on the overall planform as well as the airfoil selected.

So how come the lower camber section (RG15) spots the CG about the same place as the highest camber section (SA7038)? Well, the SA7038 has the highest Cm but also the lowest lift coefficient. The RG15 has a lower lift coefficient, but the curvature near the trailing edge is less than the Cm of the camber value would force the SA series. VERY complicated, but those trade-offs are the trade-offs you get in choosing an airfoil and planform.

Does this technique for determining the CG work? Yes. Is it really useful? Maybe. I usually set up a new plane with the CG position set for minimum sink and then change the decalage until it flies right. After getting comfortable with the flight performance, I usually pull the CG back as far as possible. The furthest back I can get things and still enjoy flying almost always works out to be the CG position determined by the max L/D calculations noted above.

Even if this isn't terribly useful in practice for most people, it gives a 'feel' for what that strange little Cm coefficient does for you. And it highlights, I hope, the need to understand polars as a key method for estimating overall design performance. We'll get back to that topic later this year.

Enough number crunching, let's go catch a few thermals.
Here we are just about in spring!

Things are starting to get cookin’ all over the USA. It’s now time for all of us to get out and FLY! FLY! FLY! By the time you read this, the snow cover will be gone and early spring flying will be starting. Don’t forget to check those batteries, radios and all wiring! Do range checks before flying! Do battery checks before and after every flight! And above all, when everything is in good order, do good landings and have a great time!

Interest continues to build for aerobatics and scale meetings in Germany. I got the following from Frank Oeste:

"On Saturday (January 15) we had our IGG-meeting. Thomas Schmitt and I were overwhelmed about the interest of the people. From 53 members, 40 have been there. Rheinhard Melz, Bernd Zander and Christian Albrecht came down from Hamburg. Little Markus Lange was there, as well as Richard Brandt and his son, Thomas, from the Netherlands. They came here by plane from Amsterdam for one day only, to attend the meeting."

How about going to your local full-sized glider field for a tow?

Frank has more:

"Marc Hauss from Strasbourg showed us a video about his first flight of his Grob G103 Twin Astir, 750 cm and 39 kilos. They towed it with an original, full size Pawnee???? You should have seen this! The airspeed during the tow was 130km/h. We started at 5:00 pm and left the pub at 1:00 am in the morning."

Obviously a good time was had by all!

Are you planning to visit Germany this year?

If so, you should check out the German IGG (translates as: those interested in large sailplanes) at <www.rc-modell.de/igg>. We have learned a few new things about balancing Foxes for the best aerobatic performance. More on that next month. Also, a really nifty prop balancer from Germany I’ve recently run across. It saves lots of time and will balance any number of blades! Also, a quick and easy way to make lovely round lead ballast or nose weight – time required to make them: two minutes!

The Handbook of Glider Aerobatics

This wonderful book by Peter Mallinson and Mike Woollard covers all aspects of full-sized sailplane aerobatics. Copiously illustrated, it also happens to be an extremely useful tool for those of us interested in RC glider aerobatics. It’s particularly interesting for those folks, who haven’t done much and wish to try their hand at the wonderful world of stunts! Of particular interest are the many illustrations for the basic and advanced figures. These (as you can see) are well drawn and show you exactly what the glider needs to do. There are also many excellent photographs of everything from an LD-100 and Lunak to the Swifts and Foxes – and many gliders we have not seen or spoken about.

This book is well written and will be a welcome addition to any active sailplane library!

It’s available from Blanik America, Inc., P.O. Box 1124, Wenatchee, WA 98807-1124, phone (509) 884-8305, fax (509) 884-9198.
The Handbook of Glider Aerobatics
by Peter Mallinson and Mike Woolard
Imprint: Airlife
Binding: Laminated boards
Format: 246x189 mm
Extent: 128 pages
Illustrations: Photographs & line drawings
ISBN: 1 84037 110 2
Publishing Date: May 1999
Price: $34.95
Available through Blanik America
Phone: 509 884 8305 Fax: 509 884 9198

KEY FEATURES:
* The first instructional book on this new sport.
* Essential reading for all glider pilots.
* Excellent diagrams portray the glider's flight path through each acrobatic figure.
* Equally applicable to instructors and student pilots alike.
* Includes the latest L13 AC Blanik.

THE AUTHORS
Peter Mallinson and Mike Woolard both started flying gliders at Nymphsfield in Gloucestershire in their late 20s and their flying careers progressed along parallel paths. They both spread their wings to include powered aviation at an early stage and were soon flying a Foumier RF4D motor glider. This aeroplane with its delightful acrobatic qualities undoubtedly encouraged them in their common fascination for aerobatics. In 1989 they attended a course in glider aerobatics run by the Polish champion, Joseph Solski, and were instantly inspired by his remarkable flying and instructing skills. They went on to develop their own instructional techniques which have been used to teach many of the best acrobatic glider pilots flying in the UK today. This book is based on those techniques.

Peter Mallinson lives near Stonehouse, Gloucestershire, and Mike Woolard lives in Hitchin, Hertfordshire.

DESCRIPTION
This book provides a reference point for use in conjunction with aerobatic instruction. It aims to help provide an understanding of the important subjects that are essential for safe and successful acrobatic flying.

Section A: Theory
Deals with the following four topics:
1 Safety Considerations
2 Flight Envelopes
3 Glider Design
4 Areti (the graphical system used to portray aerobatic figures)

Section B: Flying the Figures
Describes in general terms how to fly some of the figures most commonly encountered. There are eleven figures from the beginner's or 'Standard' level, and seven from the more advanced levels.

Appendix
Includes a step-by-step guide to constructing Flight Envelopes for various gliders.
Changes in the Akro-Cup 2000 Stunt Routine

As you can see from the diagrams, Frank Oeste has made some changes to the Akro-Cup 2000 stunt routine. He has taken out two rather difficult maneuvers, substituted a much easier maneuver, and changed things around a little bit, resulting in a much easier, overall stunt routine.

The Tail Slide Deemed Too Chancy
The tail slide has been eliminated from the required stunt routine because most of the pilots found it to be a very chancy thing to execute. This is a maneuver which is either perfect or it doesn't work at all. Even the best pilots missed it from time to time.

The tail slide is not particularly difficult. The problem is that if you're just a little off one way or the other, you'll screw it up. If you don't go up exactly vertical or if the wings are not exactly level, your attempt at the tail slide will turn into a stall turn, or the glider will flop the wrong way or worse... and the judges will award you a big fat ZERO!

The Tail Slide Remembered
For those of you who have forgotten what tail slide is, here is a reminder: If you fly the tail slide, you need to come into it with a good deal of speed. With your wings exactly level, you pull up elevator and climb exactly straight up into the vertical. As the sailplane begins to slow, you must keep the wings level and the fuselage exactly vertically. Very soon you’ll lose all airspeed, and the glider will fall backwards at least one fuselage length with the nose and wings still pointed straight up.

There are two ways to do it:
1. The glider then nose over canopy up and tail up and point straight at the ground, quickly picking up speed.
2. Or, it should nose over canopy down and point straight at the ground, quickly picking up speed.

If you start the tail slide with a lot of airspeed, you have a bit of time to make slow corrections until you quickly run out of airspeed, so there is some room for error.

A perfectly executed tail slide can be flown in two ways, one with the sailplane flopping over onto its back, and the other with the sailplane falling onto its nose (as described above). The latter tail slide was called for in the Akro-Cup. Should you be unlucky enough to fly the wrong tail slide, you will get ZERO points awarded for all your efforts! As I said, it's not a hard maneuver to fly, but it's most difficult to execute perfectly.

A Tale of Two Tail Slides
If you want to fly it with the sailplane flopping onto its back (canopy down), you need to add full down elevator at the point when the glider hangs in the air and starts to descend tail first. The air coming backwards over the down elevator will cause the model to flop onto its back and point straight down.

The other tail slide is the maneuver, which was called for in last year's aerobatic event. This time the glider is supposed to fall backwards, then flop straight down on its nose (canopy up). In order to be absolutely certain that this happens, this version of the tail slide is best flown conservatively. Some points awarded are better than no points at all. If you pull down elevator while the glider still has a little vertical momentum, the nose will start to rotate backwards just enough to cause the glider to flop nose down (canopy up) after it slides backwards towards the ground. If this is done in a very subtle manner, perhaps the tail slide will look quite good.

If not perfect, if you fly the tail slide in this manner, you will almost certainly have points deducted, but on the other hand the nose will fall in the correct direction and you won't get graded a big fat ZERO for all your efforts.

To execute a perfect tail slide with the nose flopping forward, you need to go straight up, and when all airspeed has been lost and just when the sailplane starts to fall backwards (but while still pointed straight up), you need to pull full up elevator. With the air coming backwards over the full up elevator, this will cause the tail to come up and the nose to flop down pointing straight to the ground. Doing it this way, you will be graded highest marks.

A Good Tail Slide Starts Before You Do It!
If your entry into the vertical is perfect (wings level, fuselage perfectly perpendicular), your tail slide will very probably go well.

If you were to fly the tail slide going directly away from you, then the maneuver would be a great deal easier because you can see what you're doing.

In short, although the execution of the tail slide is not particularly difficult in theory, it turns out to be a very chancy maneuver at best. In over a hundred attempts, I saw only one or two perfectly executed tail slides last year. You need a lot of luck to fly it perfectly, and that's the problem: skill rather than luck should decide the winner of an aeracrobatic contest. This year, skill will decide. There will be no tail slide required!

The Inverted Slow Roll Was Also Removed
The other maneuver, which Frank subtracted from this year's Akro-Cup 2000 was the inverted slow roll. This is quite a difficult maneuver to do properly because you need to fly it with a lot of airspeed, you must also stop the rudder when and when you need it. Not only is this maneuver very easy to screw up on, but you need a lot of energy to perform it correctly, meaning you lose a lot of height. As you know, airspeed = energy = height loss.

One of the interesting things I found watching the airshowing for the Akro-Cup last year was that even the huge 1.4 Wigs were being flown so high that they sometimes flew out of sight! The towplane showed to complain. Can you imagine how high you have to be to make such an enormous tug disappear into the wild blue yonder? I would guess that these guys were somewhere in the 2200 and perhaps even higher than 2500 feet!

At any rate, it was deemed that the Akro routine forced the sailplane pilots to fly too high and so the inverted slow was removed to help alleviate this problem.

If you look at the diagram of the new required Akro-Cup stunt routine as it now stands, not only is it easier and more forgiving to fly, it can also be flown very low. With other things, that it'll be much easier for the low pilots to see and the airways won't take so long. Perhaps even more importantly, the sailplane pilots will be able to start lower and see much better what they're trying to do, and so the new and improved stunt routine 2000 is better for everyone!

Just in case the pilots find this new Akro routine too easy, Frank added a new twist. An "Unknown" Routine Added
Taking a feather out of the full-sized aerobatic sailplane competitions' hat, there's another new and very important change in this year's competition. An "unknown" stunt routine is going to be added, and every pilot will be required to fly. No practice flights will be allowed. "Here it is, now show us your stuff!" I rather imagine that this will level the playing field.

This "unknown" routine will be put together in secret from fifteen possible maneuvers. If you take a look at the list of these maneuvers, taken individually, they're not that difficult, but put together into the "unknown" stunt routine, they're most certainly going to be a challenge to fly well!

The Akro-Cup is sure to be a must interesting event. Anyone want to go? If so, mark September 1-3 in your calendar, and while you're at it, why not visit Rodermark the weekend after (September 9-10) and see some magnificent state-of-the-art giant scale sailplanes and tug's doing their thing! Both these events will be held near to Frankfurt, so you won't have to drive all that far. You can even take in some full-sized gliding and visit the Wasserquette in between. How much better can it get?

If you're interested, you should contact Frank Oeste for details. He speaks excellent English. You can reach him by E-mail at <Frank.Oeste@online.de> or by phone/fax: 011 49 610381801.

So long for now, see you there!
3rd. International
German Championship for
Akro-Semi-Scale-Gliders 2000

This competition took place for the first time 1997. Cup-Cup for Semi-Scale-Gliders at
Dreieich/Frankfurt and has its origin in the full-size glider aerobatic scene. The enthusiasm
of the 19 participants and the resonance to the reports in the R/C magazines caused
a huge interest resulting in the International German Championship of the DMFV for

Because of our experiences last year, "Known Routine for the next competition this year
(2000) has been changed. Changes have been made so that the gliders won't have to start
the routine so high and the stunts figures will be able to be flown more easily.

The Akro-Cup 2000 will now have a "Known Routine" and an "Unknown Routine". The
"Unknown" will be flown this year the first time. It will be created out of the catalogue
by a neutral person and will be published at the beginning of the competition.

As in the former years, the scale model sailplane must be a model of an aerobatic type
(the full-size original glider must be licensed for aerobatics). The size and wingspan is not
limited but the weight must be less than 20 kilograms.

---

1. "Known Routine"
1.1 Figures and Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>K-Factor</th>
<th>max. Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Double Split-S: Split-S Immelman</td>
<td>12 (6+6)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (6+6)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 1 1/2 spin to inverted tight</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Inverted 5/8 loop, 1/2 snap roll 45° downwards</td>
<td>26 (14+12)</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 2/4 roll</td>
<td>10 (2+8)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Stall turn</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inside loop</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 1/2 upwards Cuban eight</td>
<td>19 (10+9)</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 4/4 roll</td>
<td>19 (2+17)</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Landing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fig. Max. Points</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Impressions**

1. Placement of maneuvers: 10
2. Harmony: 15

Max. Possible points: 1720.

Points are given in 0.5 steps from 0 till 10.

All coefficients are taken out of the FAI catalogue from the full-size glider aerobatics. The
landing is the only exception. It will be assessed in this competition, but is not in full-size
aerobatics.
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1.2 „Known Routine 2000“

1. Split-S followed by an Immelman
2. 1 1/2 pos. spin, into inverted flight
3. Inverted 5/8 loop,
   1/2 snap roll 45° downwards
4. 2/4 roll
5. Stall turn
6. Inside loop
7. 1/2 upwards Cuban Eight
8. 4 point roll
9. Landing

2. **Unknown Routine**

The “Unknown Routine” will only be created out of the passage 2.1 “Possible figures for the Unknown Routine” and will be announced 60 min. before the “Unknown” will be flown. The number of figures will be between 6 and maximal 8 (without landing).

2.1 **Possible figures for the “Unknown Routine”**

- Loop
- Stall turn
- Roll or parts of it
- 2/4 Roll
- 4/4 Roll
- Spin (1, 1-1/2, 2 rotations)
- 4/8 loop up
- 4/8 loop down
- Cuban Eight
- 1/2 Cuban Eight
- 1/2 Inverted Cuban Eight
- Split-S
- Inverted flight
- 360° turns or parts thereof
- Standing Nine

**Explanation of the figures for the “Known Routine” and the “Unknown Routine”**

2.2 **Roll (steered/-/ slow roll)**

360° turning of the a/c around its longitudinal axis. The roll has to be flown on a straight line. The turning speed must be constant and the CG should remain on a straight line.

2.3 **1/2 roll (steered/-/ slow 1/2 roll)**

Like figure roll, but the turning around the longitudinal axis has to be stopped after 180°.

2.4 **2/4 roll from inverted**

1/2 roll from inverted with a stop in turning after 90°. The stopping must be well recognizable. The CG should remain on a straight line.

2.5 **4/4 roll**

Interrupted full 360° roll. After each 90° well recognizable stop of turning. Roll stops should last exactly the same time and the turning speed should be the same in every segment. The CG should remain on a straight line.

2.6 **Inverted flight - straight & level**

Inverted flight - straight and level (min 5 sec.).

Combinations with 1/2 rolls are possible +K5.

2.7 **Loop**

Constant radius. The points of beginning and ending of the loop must not be at the same horizontal level.

2.8 **Standing Nine**

3/4 positive loop with well-known vertical downwards line, followed by a transition into horizontal flight (positive or inverted).

Combinations with 1/2 rolls are possible. +K5

2.9 **Humpty Bump**

The figure starts with a 1/4 loop into a vertical flight upwards, followed by a 1/2 loop into vertical flight upwards.

The radius of the transition into the upward and downward flight should be identical.

Combinations with 1/2 rolls are possible. +K5

2.10 **1/2 Cuban Eight**

From horizontal flight 5/8 loop, straight line 45° downwards, with 1/2 roll in the middle of the line, thereafter transition into level flight.

2.11 **1/2 Cuban Eight vice versa**

From horizontal flight 45° upwards, straight line with 1/2 roll in the middle of the line, thereafter 5/8 Looping and transition into horizontal flight.
2.12 Cuban Eight
The Cuban Eight consists of two 5/8 loops, one followed after the other, with a 1/2 roll in the middle of the 45° line downwards. The beginning and the end of the figure must not be at the same horizontal level.

2.13 Spin with 1 1/2 rotations into inverted
The spin has to be started with minimum flying speed, so the aircraft rotates from the start on a steep and vertical trajectory. The aircraft may not be forced or pulled into the spin. The vertical trajectory has to be reached at least after one half rotation, otherwise the beginning of the figure will be considered as a snap roll and the spin will be graded with zero.

At the end of the spin the aircraft has to remain a short period of time in the vertical trajectory. Transition into inverted flight with a normal radius.

2.14 Inverted 5/8 loop upwards, 1/2 snap roll
The 5/8 loop will be flown with constant radius. When reaching the 45° line upwards, the aircraft will be steered with a 1/2 snap roll into inverted flight. The aircraft should not show a line of flight like a cork screw and the rotation should have a constant speed.

2.15 4/8 loop with 1/2 roll - upwards
From horizontal flight into a 4/8 loop with immediately 1/2 roll after the loop into horizontal flight.

2.16 1/2 roll with 4/8 loop downwards
The aircraft will be steered with a 1/2 roll into inverted flight, followed immediately by a 4/8 loop downwards into horizontal flight.

2.17 Split-S
The aircraft will be steered with a 1/2 roll into inverted flight, followed immediately by a 4/8 loop downwards into horizontal flight. After a few seconds in horizontal flight a 4/8 loop will be flown, followed immediately by a 1/2 roll into horizontal flight.

2.18 Stall Turn
The transition from horizontal flight into the vertical part upwards and out of the vertical part downwards into horizontal flight has to be flown with a constant and adequate radius. The turn in the highest position has to be fan-shaped and has to start already when the aircraft is still going upwards and has to be finished when on a vertical line downwards. The turn at the peak of the figure has to be only a turning around the vertical axis of the aircraft with constant turning speed. Combinations with 1/2 rolls are possible.

2.19 360° turns or parts of them
360° turns or parts of them, in horizontal or inverted flight. Constant bank angle, transition into bank or into normal flight with the same turning speed. Combinations with 1/2 rolls are possible.

2.20 Landing
Between the landing and fig. 7.10 no more aerobatics should be performed. The aircraft will perform a traffic pattern followed by the landing. Base and final approach have to be separated by a well recognizable 90° turn. The rate of descent has to be constant during landing. There must be a recognizable flaring and a smooth touchdown of the aircraft. The landing is finished, when the aircraft has stopped.
"SHORT CUTS"

Steve Savoie
926 Gage St., Bennington, Vermont 05201
(802) 442-6959

X-4 Part 2
Design Issues

The construction of the X-4 has had some minor slippage due to a lack of available time to work on the project. Some design issues have been worked out, so not all is lost. The first hurdle to overcome was how to control the glide path for landing, especially for slope landings. I read a very extensive documentation package sent to me by B Squared which mentioned difficulty controlling pitching moments when the split flaps are used (the lower sections) on the full-size aircraft in just flap mode. The problem was so significant that flap mode was removed from the aircraft configuration leaving only the split flap dive brake configuration. Because of this, I think it's best not to go down that road for a scale model.

The split flap dive brake system presented some design problems until I saw a nicely constructed Corsair which had a recessed control horn that fit neatly into the hinge line. That was when I got the idea to use two offset control horns operated from just one servo, one for each surface (upper/lower). Both will recess into the fairly thick hinge line and will be driven by a standard servo via a servo saver arm. This design will require the use of sturdy pin hinges as well some local reinforcement of the control surfaces.

Another issue to contend with is how to make upper and lower control surfaces that mate up well and center up close in alignment to the rest of the wing. To make the upper and lower control surfaces I'll just cut the surface free from the sheeted wing, hot wire the foam core down the trailing edge, and cut through with a razor saw. The inner faces will be capped over with 1/64" ply. An internal stop made from stiff carbon fiber will center the surfaces at the aileron break. Another stop will be position at the root into the split flap area. When the surfaces close down, the stops will hold them neutral when the servo "cams over" to lock the surfaces.

Hope to get more to you for the next month's installation.
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**SCHEDULE OF SPECIAL EVENTS**

May 5-7   Texas National Tournament   Dallas, TX
   Jay Schutz, jkschultz@uno.com   Henry Bostick, (970) 275-8537

May 7-9   MSA Gateway Soaring Open 2000   O'Fallon, MO
   Mark Nankivil, (312) 761-9175
   Mark Nankivil, (312) 761-9175

May 7-7   International Soarers' Convention   Davenport, CA
   Gavin Botha, (802) 275-1407
   gbotha@arc.nasa.gov

May 7-7   East Coast H.L. Classics   Frederick, MD
   John Apple, (410) 374-2463
   japple@jns.net

May 19-21   Midwest Soarfest   Lake Wilson, KS
   Loren Blinde, (402) 375-7755
   mwsc@alltel.net, www.alltel.net/-/mwsc

May 20-20   Los Banos Scale 2000   Los Banos, CA
   Bruce Devens, (608) 286-7396
   ohmkg@sk.com

June 6-8   Elmer Acetos Award 2000   Elma, NY
   John Graneke, (518) 563-2055
   johngraneke@comcast.net
   www.geocities.com/-/scaleoars

June 10-11   Cross Country Challenge 2000   Lancaster, CA
   Melville Brady, mmlgldert@keyway.net
   Gary Fogel, ghlcr@aol.com

June 22-23   Montague Cross Country Challenge 2000   Montague, CA
   3rd Annual Practice June 8th
   DG Airports, Inc., dgair@dcsnet.net
   (541) 899-8212

June 23-25   MESC 2000   Louisville, KY
   Ed Wilson, (502) 239-3150
   edwilson@bellsouth.net

June 24-25   Spring Fling 2000   Sacramento, CA
   Dudley Dufton, (916) 484-1266
   www.svs.org

July 1-2   CRRC 3rd Annual RESS 2m & UNL   Sudbury, MA
   Info & Map: http://www.charlestownb.org
   Dick Williamson, (508) 388-7887
   wills@mlist.com

August 3-6   International Electric Flight Festival   San Diego, CA
   Ron Scharrck, (858) 454-4900
   ron@wilson.org

August 6-12   EF World Championships   San Diego, CA
   Ron Scharrck, (858) 454-4900
   ron@wilson.org

August 12-13   CRRC Soar-in-Contest   Sudbury, MA
   Anker Berg-Sonne, (978) 879-1750
   anker@ulrnet.com

August 26-27   Washington Scale Aerofly Fun Fly   Yakima, WA
   Gene Cope, (509) 457-5017
   gcope@knx.net
   Frank Smith, (509) 924-8440

For more information on events outside of the U.S.A., please view www.scaleplanes.com event schedule.

---

**Classified Advertising Policy**

Classified ads are free of charge to subscribers provided the ad is personal in nature and does not refer to a business enterprise. Classified ads that refer to a business enterprise are charged $5.00 per month and are limited to a maximum of 40 words. The deadline for classified advertising is the 15th day of the month. (Example: If you wish to place an ad in the March issue, it must be received by February 15.) RCSD has neither the facilities for the staff to investigate advertising claims. However, if you report any misrepresentation, we will investigate the matter. Classified Ads are run for one month and are then deleted automatically. However, if you have items that might be hard to sell, you may want to run them for two months consecutively.

---

**For Sale - Business**

**PC-Soar Version 3.7**  Sailplane Performance Evaluation Program with Airfoil and Sailplane Library expanded to 60 models including Chylys, Pegasus, Astor, Genesis, Pegas, Probe, Thermal Eagle, and Spectrum. Airfoil library includes 322 polars with 56 UL polars. PC-Soar with Libraries of Sailplanes and Airplanes Polars plus a new Excel utility for computing with multiplanar wing areas and aerodynamic centers. Reduced Cost: $50 + $3 P&H. PC-Soar library and software Upgrade to Ver. 3.7-10 on a 3.5 Floppy. 320 Bay Ridge Rd., Appleton, WI 49915: ph: (920) 731-9827. Fax: 920-731-9742

**PARACHUTES: S10**  Dale King 111 Highridge  Wylie, TX 75098  (972) 475-8993

**Design Air**  EASY TO USE AIRCRAFT DESIGN SOFTWARE (PC). 3-D sketch, performance, wind, etc. Incl. data for sailplanes, preview data, printout, etc. $199.00. For more information, please visit our website: http://www.aircraftdesign.com

---

**For Sale - Personal**

1/4 Rodent Super Cub (two-place), 2600 rpm, wing profile Clark Y, slotted (suitable motors are 10T, 300 T, OS B-1, Ensign 3.12 or similar), NIB, $350. Contact Robin Lehman, 637 E. 82nd St., New York, NY 10029, (212) 397-6754.

---

**Soaring Products**

Thermal Sniffer, Audio Rate of Climb Sensor, Digital Memory, $55, frequency 9.430 MHz, Microphone, Bi-Plane antenna, mg, in U.S.A. Companion Receiver, Lafayette Model HA-240, 49.830 MHz, Substantial bulk, unit & plug & socket, Price: $500.00. Also, hobby shop, order only, Dale Wilboughby, 370 E. Fourth St., Benson, AY 8560-6614, (502) 854-8756.

---

**Hobby Shops that Carry RCSD**

- Cummings Hobbies 538 San Anselmo Ave. San Anselmo, CA 94960
  - (415) 454-3087
  - Hobby Warehouse
  - 2802 Lake Forrest Dr
  - Lake Forest, CA 92630
  - (949) 583-9210
  - Cyro Hobbies
  - 714-389-9212
  - Hobby Shop

**Design Airplane**

172 7644-130 1100A 1/4 Scale 2000

**Design Air**

**Epoxy Fiberglass Fuselages**

**Price**

- **Acrolite III (60° / NACA 63010/3)**
  - 34° fuse, $75.00
  - 54° fuse, $50.00

- **Condor 1m (bowling-mound/10° chord)**
  - 52 1/4° fuse, $90.00

- **Raven 3m (11° / E193/AsReq.10/25° chord)**
  - 44 3/8° fuse, $85.00

- **Oden 100° / 3021/AsReq.10/25° chord**
  - 51° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto II (100° / Any / AsReq./100° / Any)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto RG-15 (100° / RG-15 / AsReq.10/25° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto 5-001 (100° / 3021/AsReq.9/5° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto 5-002 (100° / 3021/AsReq.9/5° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Zen (100° / None / Yard)**
  - 51° fuse, $85.00

---

Please send in your scheduled events as they become available!

---

**CUSTOM DESIGNED, FIBERGLASS FUSELAGES FOR THE SCRATCH BUILDER**

Dear Scratch Builder,

Many of you have asked for fuselages that we have not been able to provide, as most of us, you know, until now. But, we're back, at least for a limited time.

The thermal/slope, epoxy-fiber fuselages shown below, are the first of our Viking line, and include suggested specifications (wing span/airfoil/aircraft channel). We will carry an inventory, but there may be a backorder if the fuselage are the orders are received. We want to do things right, so delivery time varies, and can take up a month or longer, depending on what you want.

---

**Thermal or Slope**

**Epoxy Fiberglass Fuselages**

**Price**

- **Acrolite III (60° / NACA 63010/3)**
  - 34° fuse, $75.00
  - 54° fuse, $50.00

- **Condor 1m (bowling-mound/10° chord)**
  - 52 1/4° fuse, $90.00

- **Raven 3m (11° / E193/AsReq.10/25° chord)**
  - 44 3/8° fuse, $85.00

- **Oden 100° / 3021/AsReq.10/25° chord**
  - 51° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto II (100° / Any / AsReq./100° / Any)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto RG-15 (100° / RG-15 / AsReq.10/25° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto 5-001 (100° / 3021/AsReq.9/5° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Siletto 5-002 (100° / 3021/AsReq.9/5° chord)**
  - 49° fuse, $85.00

- **Zen (100° / None / Yard)**
  - 51° fuse, $85.00

---

All fuselages are Kevlar™ reinforced.
SOARING IS FUN!

Sailplane Homebuilders Association (SHA)
A Division of the Soaring Society of America

The purpose of the Sailplane Homebuilders Association is to stimulate interest in full-size sailplane design and construction by homebuilders. To establish classes, standards, categories, where applicable. To disseminate information relating to construction techniques, materials, theory and related topics. To provide recognition for noteworthy designs and accomplishments.

SHA publishes the bi-monthly Sailplane Builder newsletter. Membership costs: $20 U.S. Student (3rd Class Mail), $20 U.S. Regular Membership ($30 U.S. Regular Membership (1st Class Mail), $50 for All Other Countries (Surface Mail).

Sailplane Homebuilders Association
Dan Armstrong, Sec./Treas.
21100 Angel Street
Tehachapi, CA 93561 U.S.A.

The Eastern Soaring League (ESL) is a confederation of Soaring Clubs, spread across the Mid-Atlantic and New England areas, committed to high-quality R/C Soaring competition. AMA-sanctioned competitions provide the backdrop for ESL contests. Further guidelines are continuously developed and applied in a drive to achieve the highest competition possible.

Typical ESL competition weekends feature 7 or more, rounds per day with separate contests on Saturday and Sunday. Year-end champions are crowned in a two-class pilot skill structure providing competition opportunities for a large spectrum of pilots. Additionally, the ESL offers a Rookie Of The Year program for introduction of new flyers to the joys of R/C Soaring competition.

Continuing with the 20+ year tradition of extremely enjoyable flying, the 1999 season will include 14 weekend competitions in HLG, M-2, F3J, F3B, and Unlimited soaring events. Come out and try the ESL, make some new friends and enjoy camaraderie that can only be found amongst R/C Soaring enthusiasts.

For more information, contact Michael Lachowski at mike@airage.com.

The League of Silent Flight (LSF) is an international fraternity of R/C Soaring pilots who have earned the right to become members by achieving specific goals in soaring flight. There are no dues. Once you qualify for membership you are in for life.

The LSF program consists of five ‘Achievement Levels’. These levels contain specific soaring tasks to be completed prior to advancement to the next level.

Send for your aspirant form, today:
League of Silent Flight
AMA
P.O. Box 3028
Muncie, IN 47302-1028 U.S.A.
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The Ultimate Slope Combat Machines!

You can have it all... Looks, durability AND performance, all in one airframe! Designed from the ground up with full-contact combat in mind, you will find these simple to construct slope killers the most satisfying warbirds you?ve ever owned. Wings and fuselage are constructed of the latest technology, combat proven EPP super-foam with Coroplast tail group. Designed to be covered with iron-on film covering! Kits include airframe components, all wood materials, basic hardware and illustrated instruction manual. $59.95 ea. + $5.00 shipping in cont. U.S. (CA res. add 7.75% tax).

Also Available:
We continue to offer our original wood kits. These are also suitable for Speed 400 electric conversion. 315ID 34 3/4" W.S. 43" Long 1/2 oz. $89.95
340- 34 3/4" W.S. 43" Long 1/2 oz. $89.95
315I- 34 3/4" W.S. 43" Long 1/2 oz. $89.95
X161- 36" W.S. Complete kits 337.50 + 7.00 sh in cont. U.S. (CA res. add 7.75% tax). Send $1.00 for complete catalog. See our reviews in July 96 Model Builder and QP I!!

Dave's Aircraft Works
34455 Camino El Molino, Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
Phone: (949) 248-7722 or E-mail: da14@access.net http://www.davesaircraftworks.com

------
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Windows Plotting Programs
Airfoil Plot 8 $35 Model Design 8 $50
Airfoil Plot and Model Design are now available for Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT. Features include the ability to use airfoils downloaded from Michael Selig's airfoil database, export airfoils to DSF format for use with CAD programs, and print airfoil templates for cutting foam cores upright or inverted. Nothing else to buy! Over 400 airfoils plus NACA and Quabec airfoil generators are included. Airfoil Plot 7 and Model Design 7 are still available for MSDOS and Windows 3.1 users. Shipping $5. Send #10 envelope with 55 cents postage for demo disk.
Chuck Anderson, P. O. Box 305, Tullahoma, TN, 37388
Phone 931-455-6430

CompuFoil 98
Multi-panel auto rib generation, full platform support, D-Times, T.E. stock, I.E. -48 foam, rolling edge building tools, greatly enhanced spar options, more modification tools, etc. Price: $35.515 depending on modular purchase options. Registered original CompuFoil for Windows users upgrade for $25. Incremental updates always free. Download the trial version, free software, or foam cutting tips from www.compufoil.com or email eric@compufoil.com

Eric Sanders
17882 Winfield Dr.
Brighton, MI 48116
Phone/Fax: 810-225-1165 (8pm-12pm EST)
Email: eric@compufoil.com

Subscription Costs
USA: $30 First Class
(Texas res., please add 1.52 tax)
Canada & Mexico: $30 Air
Europe: £45 Air
Asia/Pacific/Middle East: $52 Air
Back Issue Cost
Back issues available for current & prior year. All are mailed via first class or airmail.
U.S.A., Canada, Mexico: $2.50 Per Issue + Tax (Texas Only: 7.25%)
United Kingdom/Europe: $3.75 Per Issue
Asia/Africa/Middle East: $4.35 Per Issue

Please make checks payable to R/C Soaring Digest, P.O. Box 2108, Wylie, TX 75098-2108

Please be sure to tell our advertisers you found them through RCS!
SAILPLANES UNLIMITED, LTD.

IN STOCK

**Krause**

- 4/75 Discus HQ23/12 158' (4.5m)
- 1/8 Salto HQ3/14 179' (4.53m)

**Roedelmodell**

- 1/8 ASK 21 E393 165' (4.2m)
- 1/8 Kae6 E370 165' (4.2m)
- 1/8 Fox RG12 149' (3.77m)

**PriBeck**

- 1/4 ASW27 HQ23/12 196' (5m)
- 1/2 Viga E203-201-193 196' (5m)
- 1/2 Kae6 E203-201-193 196' (5m)
- 1/2 ASW19 Ritzmod. 212' (6.4m)

**Schueier & Fleckstein**

- 1/4 all glass ASW24 E203 196' (5m)

**Bruckmann**

- 1/2 Salto Ritz2 176-203' (5.5-6.2m)
- 1/2 Viga E203 165' (4.2m)
- 1/2 Fox E374 182' (4.66m)

**Czech these out!**

All completely finished with retracts installed:

- 1/2 all glass Venust 2C HQ 3/15, 13, 12, 10, 8 237' (6m)
- 1/2 all glass ASW 27 HQ 3/12 156' (4.7m)

And more

**TOWPLANES in stock**

- Frisch: 1/2 Wilga 109' (3.28m)
- Bruckmann: 1/4 Piper Pawnee
- Roedelmodell: 1/4 Jodel Robin 86' (2.18m)

**SPECIAL ORDER**

**PriBeck**

- 1/4 ASW24 E203-201-193 196' (5m)
- 1/2 ASW27 HQ23/15 294' (7.5m)
- 1/2 Fox E374 182' (4.66m)

**Bruckmann**

- 1/2 Viga E203 222' (5.65m)
- 1/2 Fox E374 182' (4.66m)

**Frisch**

- 1/2 Wilga 147' (3.73m)

**Schueier & Fleckstein**

- 1/4 all glass Fox RC12 183' (4.66m)
- 1/2 all glass ASH 26 HQ3/10-10 235' (6.6m)
- 1/2 all glass ASW15B HQ3/14 235' (6.6m)

very realistic **PILOTS** from 1/2 to 1/4

Wilga

For Price information, Scale flying news, Message board, Classified and much more... Visit our website at http://www.sailplanes.com

Sailplanes Unlimited, Ltd. 63 East 82nd Street, NYC, NY 10028 Phone: (212) 879-1654 Fax: (212) 555-5295
The Fafnir was organized from plans by Hans-Jürgen Fischer, the guy doing all that wonderful aircraft documentation, from the magazine MFL.

The size is 1.4, 5 kilograms, 475 cm wingspan, all made out of balsa and plywood. The skin from the fuselage is 0.4 mm plywood. It was ironed with wood glue on the "spanien". Now, it is painted with clear color; then the electric has to be soldered and, in about 3 weeks, it will fly for the first time.